Above-Label Doses of Octreotide-LAR in Patients with Metastatic Small Intestinal Carcinoid Tumors
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Background: Octreotide LAR is indicated for treatment of the malignant carcinoid syndrome, and has been studied at doses of 10-30mg intramuscularly every 4 weeks. It has also been proven to delay time to progression of metastatic midgut carcinoid tumors at a dose of 30mg every 4 weeks. In clinical practice, higher doses are often prescribed for patients who experience refractory carcinoid syndrome (flushing and/or diarrhea) or tumor growth while on the maximal labeled dose. We performed a retrospective, longitudinal review of octreotide LAR administration at a tertiary institution to determine the frequency of ‘above-label’ dosing and outcomes.

Methods: A retrospective chart-review was performed using a database of patients with metastatic small-bowel carcinoid tumors treated at the Moffitt Cancer Center between the years 2000 and 2010. Data included the maximal dose of octreotide LAR administered, reasons for change in dose or frequency (above the labeled dose of 30mg every 4 weeks), and clinical responses to dose change.

Results: 337 patients were considered evaluable, among whom 99 patients (27%) underwent at least one increase in dose or frequency of octreotide-LAR above the standard labeled dose. The most common maximal doses were 40mg every 4 weeks (37 patients), 60mg every 4 weeks (34 patients), and 30mg every 3 weeks (17 patients). The indications for dose increase were worsening carcinoid syndrome (60 patients), radiographic progression (33 patients) and rising urine 5-HIAA (6 patients). Among patients whose doses were increased for refractory carcinoid syndrome, 62% experienced improvement in diarrhea and 56% experienced improvement in flushing.

Conclusions: In clinical practice, octreotide LAR is commonly prescribed in doses or schedules above the labeled dose and frequency. Patients with refractory carcinoid syndrome appear to experience a clinical benefit from the change. Prospective data is needed to evaluate this strategy.